Welcome to the Green Papers
of the Snoop Floki Dog project!

We are all here for the same reason – to change
our lives!
Are you fed up with gazing at charts all the time?
Worrying whether you will lose your money?
Jumping between tokens, wasting time and
money? Here is where you belong!
You’re in the right place at the right time. Join our
community – the Snoop Floki Dog community.
Become one of us and start changing your life!

By joining us, you are becoming a part of a community with an
actual impact on decision-making and on how the token works!
You will be one of the fathers of success... the success that all
our community will work for.
Take out a joint, sit back and enjoy the taste of life!
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We present a quick Q&A where you can find the questions we
would like to ask if we were you!

QUESTION ONE:
1. Why did you choose the BSC?
Binance Smart Chain was chosen from among many other available networks for its:
- Speed
- Easy transactions
- Availability on mobile devices and desktop computers
- Low transaction costs
- Popularity with the users.
If we combine all this, we get a fast and cheap network where our $SFD can grow strong!
In the future, as the project develops, we will of course provide tools for participation in
our community through other networks, and eventually Snoop Floki Dog will create its
own tools...

QUESTION TWO:
2. What value does our project offer now and what value can it offer in the future?
By joining our project at the initial stage, you have a chance to gain access to all of its
functions to be added in the future! The world’s first NFTs with a REAL functional value
are about to be issued to grant the holders access to something incredible! Every NFT
will represent a different species of the “divine plant” and it will not be just virtual (if
you know what we mean ;)). In the future, it will be possible to consume the NFT at one
of our events of Project X calibre :)!
The NFTs will also have a functional value in our game – you will be able to literally
farm them to increase the quantity of NFTs and $SFD in your wallet! You can become
an owner of a plantation, factory or shop with products made of our divine plant in a
metaverse created specifically for our game. But this will not be just a virtual reality.
Our metaverse will have a powerful connection to the real world. By becoming a member of the Snoop Floki Dog in the SFD metaverse in the future, you will also become a
shareholder of a real-world project of a global range...

QUESTION THREE:
3. Why do we believe that our token is innovative?
No one has yet created a project integrating the virtual world with the real world!
Metaverse is an innovation and the future, it will obviously be an important element of
our project. By participating in the SFD metaverse, you gain a right to a real-world project of a global range. Only members of the Snoop Floki Dog community will be able to
take part in the project, which they will personally create, nurture and for which they
will set development directions.
Additionally, Snoop Floki Dog will organise special events for its people, full of surprises
and unforgettable experiences! Snoop Floki Dog likes to return to its roots!

QUESTION FOUR:
4. What applications can our token have?
Our token will be a currency in our game, it can be used to buy land, found your own
plantations, factories, transportation companies, shops and tools to create new NFT
plants, nurture them, let them grow and thus drive the value of your wallets!

QUESTION FIVE:
5. Will your community have an impact on the shape or application of your token?
Of course it will! The community is the heart of the project – you will be the ones to decide about major changes in the project, about the development direction for the project and about the benefits to be fully transferred to HODLers!

TOKENOMICS:

